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Language: English . Brand New Book. This book relates the history and self-identifying process of a
Metis woman who lived on the western plains of Canada during the transitional period from fur
trade to sedentary agricultural economy. Marie Rose Delorme Smith was a woman of French-Metis
ancestry who was born during the fur trade era and who spent her adult years as a pioneer
rancher in the Pincher Creek district of southern Alberta. Sold by her mother at the age of sixteen to
a robe and whiskey trader several years older than her, Marie Rose went on to raise seventeen
children, establish a boarding house, take a homestead, serve as medicine woman and midwife,
and to publish several articles in the early prairie ranch periodical, Canadian Cattlemen. The author
relies on close readings of these articles, as well as the diaries, manuscripts, and fictional writing of
Marie Rose Delorme Smith, along with personal interviews with her descendants. These sources
allow a close examination of the self-identifying process for Marie Rose as she negotiated the
changing environment of the western plains during the late 1800s and early...
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Reviews
This composed pdf is wonderful. Indeed, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Simeon Leg r os Sr .
It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS
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